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The universities of Arizona, including NAU, are engines for new research ideas, new economic 

development opportunities, new highly skilled workforce talent, and programs and projects 

that benefit Arizona's citizens more broadly. In line with these goals, and with the expectations 

of the Board of Regents, NAU includes in its university strategic planning a goal to increase its 

research productivity. 

At NAU, we have limited resources to help us carry out these various miss·1ons associated with 

research. Deans and Chairs need to work closely with senior administration to ensure that 

research lab space is used most effectively. Research space is a resource owned and allocated 

by NAU. Given our strategic goals and limited resources, NAU must establish university policies 

for the most productive, yet least disruptive, uses of research space on the NAU campus. 

For the purposes of this policy and associated procedures, "Research Space" for faculty includes 

lab space, secondary office space, or other space aside from the faculty members primary 

office space. It does not include primary office space assigned by Deans of Colleges to faculty 

and used for office hours, academic meetings, instructional planning, as well as research 

activities. In addition, space assigned to temporary research uses that is alternately used as 

regular faculty or staff office space, and is under the control of the Dean, will not be considered 

research space for purposes of this policy. 

In order to generate an appropriate research space policy at NAU, a set of Guiding Principles 

will establish the foundation for (a) reviewing current space allocations in line with specific 

space use expectations and guiding principles, (b} providing additional useable research space, 

(c) developing processes for (re}allocating research space in line with NAU strategic goals and

ABOR metrics, (d) supporting student research opportunities as appropriate with competing

needs, and (e) supporting new growth in research capacity. Accordingly, NAU has developed

the following research space policy to include:

1. A set of research space guiding principles for prioritizing allocation of research space

and for supporting future decision-making;












